Homeless Health Advisory Committee
AGENDA
April 7, 2021
9:30 – 11:00am
Webinar: https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/436584965
Call-in: 1 (872) 240-3212; 436-584-965; Use Audio PIN
Time

Item—Presenter

Materials

9:30am

Welcome and Introductions — Kathy Proctor



March 3 Minutes

9:35am

Homeless Health Policy Updates — Erika Rogers
 COVID-19 Temporary Shelters
 COVID-19 Vaccinations
 DMH & UCLA Project Public Mental Health Partnership
 State Legislation
o AB 369
o Our Future Los Angeles & SB 679 (Action)




Homeless Heath Policy Memo**
LADPH Vaccination Partner
Letter
HOME Target Population &
Conservatorship Pilot
Candidates Slides
Homeless Health State
Legislation Tracker**
AB 369 Factsheet
OFLA Vision Document
SB 679 Factsheet

10:00am

Best Practice Sharing Vaccinating PEH – All
 Have you begun vaccinating PEH?
 How is your health center tracking vaccinations
administered to patients experiencing homelessness?
 Have you created internal policies and procedures for
vaccinating this population (e.g. vaccine storage,
observation time, second doses, etc.)?
 What are the biggest barriers and challenges with
vaccinating PEH?
 How have you been scheduling vaccine appointments for
this population?
 What outreach techniques are you using to educate this
population on vaccine availability and safety?
 Have you started using Johnson & Johnson for PEH? If so,
what messaging techniques are you utilizing for this
vaccine? Are you finding that this population is receptive
to receiving J&J?
 How does your clinic report adverse events post
vaccination (adverse reactions/positive COVID test
results)?
 In the post monitoring phase, are there interventions
specific for patients experiencing homelessness that have
been working well at your organization?
 What is the pivot message post vaccination regarding
how to stay in touch with their medical provider?
 Are there specific needs/asks that we can elevate up to
DPH?

10:45am

LAHSA Updates — Daniel Reti, LAHSA
 Project Roomkey/Homekey
 Housing Central Command








rd

1
** provided in final packet of materials

11:00am

Adjourn — Kathy Proctor

Next meeting: May 5, 2021 from 9:30 - 11:00am
Homeless Health Advisory Committee Page here.
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Homeless Health Advisory Committee
Meeting Minutes
March 3, 2021
9:30am – 10:30am
https://global.gotowebinar.com/join/436584965
Call-in: +1 (872) 240-3212; Access Code: 436-584-965; Audio Pin
Attendees via Teleconference: Ana Catalan, Arnali Ray, Brian Gavidia, Evonne Biggs, Gaston Lassalle, Jina Lawler, Karen Lauterbach, Kathy Proctor, Katja Nelson,
Kristen Blair, Miriam Gonzalez, Taylor Nichols
Staff: Erika Rogers, Alyssa Mohamadzadeh, Nina Vaccaro, Taryn Burks
Guests: Daniel Reti
TOPIC / PERSON
DISCUSSION
ACTION
Welcome and
Evonne Biggs called the meeting to order at 9:32 AM.
Meeting called to order.
Introductions
Homeless Health Policy  COVID-19 Temporary Shelters
No actions.
Updates
There are 15 Project Roomkey sites serving 1,879 clients. There are four I/Q sites serving 118 clients.
 COVID-19 Vaccinations
The Johnson & Johnson vaccine has been authorized by the FDA for emergency use.
o State Centralization
Erika Rogers went over network, transition, allocations, and systems. CPCA and CCALAC are in
weekly communication with Blue Shield. Slides from the statewide provider call are linked in the
memo.
o Data & Reporting
LADPH has provided guidance to assist clinics with inputting addresses for people experiencing
homelessness (PEH) into PrepMod, MyTurn, and other platforms. The County also recommended
uploading data from MyTurn, PrepMod, or Excel directly into CAIR2. LADPH will also send out
weekly surveys requesting data on vaccinations given to PEH. Erika Rogers went over the CCALAC
survey as well.
o DHS & DPH Coordination
There are several recurring PEH workgroup calls with DPH and DHS. These include the COVID
Vaccinator in PEH Working Group, COVID Vaccine LA County PEH: Planning and Coordination
Committee, and COVID Response Community Education & Engagement Stakeholder Meeting.
Call-in information to join is in the memo.
o Advocacy
CCALAC is working with Fenton Communications to put together a toolkit for members. CCALAC
sent a letter to the Governor advocating that community health centers are the COVID-19
vaccine equity solution. A copy is in the materials. CPCA’s collation letter is also in the materials.
 State Legislation
AB 15, AB 71, and SB 57 were supported by CCALAC’s Policy Advisory Group. Erika Rogers provided
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updates on each bill and shared CCALAC’s new State Tracking resources webpage.
o AB 369 Discussion
Erika Rogers and CPCA met with a staffer from the Office of Assembly Member Kamlager to
discuss two major concerns with AB 369. The bill authorizes hospitals to determine eligibility not
clinics and the language is unclear how clinics who currently receive PPS would be impacted by
the fee-for-service reimbursement mechanism in the bill. They will amend the language to
include health care facilities to do presumptive eligibility so clinics will be included, and they said
the bill wouldn’t impact current PPS rates for clinics. A Q&A session may be scheduled to get
more clarity around the bill. L.A. Care also has concerns with the bill.
Best Practice Sharing
Vaccinating PEH

Project Roomkey
Updates
Adjournment

The group discussed the following prompts.
 Have you begun vaccinating PEH 65 and older?
 How is your health center tracking vaccinations administered to patients experiencing homelessness?
 Have you created internal policies and procedures for vaccinating this population?
o Vaccine storage
o Observation time
o Second doses
 What is your clinic’s position on using Johnson & Johnson for this population? Should a certain
amount of this vaccine be reserved for this population?
 If vaccine becomes more widely available, can clinics commit to vaccinating X amount of PEH per
week?
If members want to share and were not able to, they can email Erika Rogers. Three questions were not
presented to the group due to time, and they will be asked at the next HHAC meeting.
Daniel Reti from LAHSA provided updates on Project Roomkey sites. Due to FEMA reimbursement
changes, many Roomkeys are being extended significantly. Three are being extended to September.
However, there is not a list to share yet.
Evonne Biggs adjourned the meeting at 10:37 AM.

No actions.

No actions.

Meeting adjourned.
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Member Driven.

Patient Focused.

Date: April 7, 2021
To: Homeless Health Advisory Committee, CCALAC
From: Erika Rogers, Policy Analyst
Re: Homeless Health Policy Updates
This memo provides information and updates on homeless health policy issues of interest to and/or impacting
members, their patients, and their communities.
COVID-19 Temporary Shelter Updates
Project Roomkey- As of this writing, there are currently 14 sites operating with 2,019 rooms serving an estimated 1,943
clients. One site is scheduled to close next month. Clinics providing onsite health care services at PRK sites will receive
notice from LAHSA prior to site closures.
Isolation/Quarantine- There are currently two sites operating serving an estimated 42 clients.
Project Roomkey Extension
Approximately 1,900 rooms across 13 sites are planned for extension through June - September 2021. The highest
volume of rooms are scheduled for closure in the summer (July - September). There continues to be an emphasis placed
on expediting permanent housing placements for residents of PRK regardless of site extensions. All PRK participants
continue to have access to permanent housing subsidies at full scale.
Homekey Status Update
 The former Best Western Hotel in the City of Long Beach began operating as short-term housing on March 15th and
is working with the Illumination Foundation to operate the site.
 The City of LA continues to identify potential new sites in anticipation of a third round of funding. All funding for
rehabilitation and repair has been allocated for existing sites, but conversions to permanent housing (for those that
start as interim) will not happen for about three years.
 Nine of ten LA County Homekey sites are now in operation. Most sites are close to capacity, but some still have
rooms available. The final site due to open, which will immediately be permanent supportive housing (PSH) will open
in late March.
 The process to refer people to Homekey sites is the same as described in the February 1 webinar hosted by CCALAC
and United Way, utilizing the DHS Housing for Health Universal Application. This process is *not* specific to Project
Homekey sites; Housing for Health staff determine whether clients referred are eligible and make matches to the
most appropriate site(s) based on expertise of the provider, needs of the client, and geographic considerations.
o To refer patients into Homekey and/or other Housing for Health sites, email
interimhousing@dhs.lacounty.gov or call the main line at (323) 274-3300.
COVID-19 Vaccinations
As of March 15, individuals who live or work in many congregate residential settings, including homeless shelters and
encampments, are eligible for the COVID-19 vaccine. See this CDPH bulletin for full details. DHS Housing for Health is
445 S, Figueroa St Suite 2100. Los Angeles. C.A. 90071
T (213) 201-6500. F (213) 553-9324. www.ccalac.org
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leading vaccination efforts for PEH in shelters and encampments and is coordinating with the City of LA, community
clinics/FQHCs, and other partners to ensure that vaccinations for PEH is done in a coordinated and strategic way.
Currently, majority of health centers are receiving vaccine from two supplies – county/state and HRSA. More updates on
vaccine eligibility, distribution, allocations, and reporting are below.
Eligibility
Beginning April 1, all individuals ages 50 and over became eligible for COVID-19 vaccinations. On April 15, all adults ages
16 and over will become eligible. View LADPH’s eligibility webpage, which also includes required documentation for
eligible tiers, for more detailed information. Additionally, in anticipation of the continued vaccine eligibility expansion
during April and understanding there are persistent vaccine disparities, LADPH is asking all clinic partners to vaccinate all
patients AND family members and individuals within low Healthy Places Index (HPI) zip codes. This means clinics may
vaccinate all patients AND households of non-patients within the HPI plus zip codes. Please find an HPI plus map here
and download HPI plus zip codes spreadsheet here to assist with determining eligibility.
State Centralization - Blue Shield TPA
On March 19, LADPH Director Barbara Ferrer sent a letter (included after this memo) to all vaccination providers in LA
County outlining that LADPH will continue to lead vaccination efforts in line with an MOU signed with the State in
collaboration with Blue Shield.
All sites will need to join the Statewide Vaccine Network (sometimes referred to as the TPA network) for which LADPH
and the TPA collaborate in LA County. The first step of joining is signing the State network contract provided by Blue
Shield. There is no deadline to sign the contract, but LADPH does encourage all partners interested in ongoing
vaccination work to please sign. The contracts should be accompanied with a letter from the TPA that complements this
message and should address many concerns.
MyTurn Transition
Eventually all sites will need to engage with MyTurn as part of the State network. This engagement will vary and could
be linking, EHR-connection, or direct use. It will not be immediate after signing the contract and there is no fixed
deadline. It will be a requirement after certain key features exist, such as target clinic codes to enable private clinics for
equity goals, enough onboarding support for the transition, and addressing other FQHC and community clinic concerns.
No one's vaccine operations should be disrupted with joining the State network.
Vaccinating the Public
LADPH hopes most sites will undertake public vaccinations eventually as this will help provide more access, but want
partners serving the hardest hit patients and communities to focus efforts on their populations first. Therefore, clinics
are not required to vaccinate the public.
Vaccinating without Signing TPA Contract
All sites need to eventually join the State network as it is the State's requirement and LADPH's agreement in the MOU.
Providers can wait until they are contacted by the TPA, which may take some time, or reach out proactively, but once
contacted please review the contract and sign. All sites will be given this opportunity and all sites will continue
vaccinating in the interim.
Federal HRSA Vaccine Initiative
In addition to the state and local health departments supplies, Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) and
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) launched a federal program to directly allocate COVID-19 vaccine
to HRSA-supported health centers. During the first phase of the program, HRSA invited 250 health centers to
participate. To further expand the program and accelerate the delivery of vaccines to medically underserved
communities and disproportionately affected populations, HRSA and CDC have invited an additional 700 health centers
445 S, Figueroa St Suite 2100. Los Angeles. C.A. 90071
T (213) 201-6500. F (213) 553-9324. www.ccalac.org
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to participate. These centers will have the opportunity to join the program over the next six weeks, increasing the total
number of health center participants to 950. 59 health centers in L.A. County have been invited to participate. See the
full CA list here.
Reporting
In order to better track and have comprehensive data for people experiencing homelessness (PEH) who are getting
vaccinated, LADPH has provided guidance for inputting the address field to assist clinics and FQHCs with inputting
addresses for this population into PrepMod, MyTurn, EHR, CAIR or other platforms used by clinics. The guidance is as
follows:
Unsheltered PEH: If person being vaccinated is currently unsheltered, living on the street, or in a place not meant for
human habitation (e.g. vehicle, tent, abandoned building, encampment), please record the address with the word
"Homeless" as the first word and cross streets or location where they normally sleep following. Fill in the zip code
according to where the person stays. An encampment is a location not typically meant for residence, and where people
may gather together to sleep in tents, sleeping bags, or temporary structures.
Sheltered PEH: if person vaccinated is currently sheltered, please include the word "Homeless" and "Shelter" in the
address field and the zip code according to the shelter location. This includes people who are couch-surfing. A Shelter is
a temporary place to stay with other people, may be for short- or long-term stays, can include shared sleeping areas or
private rooms, often includes other social services. For example, homeless shelter, domestic violence shelter, etc.
Street/Unsheltered Example: Street address, enter "Homeless - MacArthur Park" Zip, enter "90057"
Shelter Example: Street address, enter "Homeless - Shelter - Midnight Mission 601 San Pedro St." Zip: enter "90014"
In MyTurn, also choose “Emergency Shelter” in drop down.
Couch Surfing Example: Street address, enter "Homeless - 123 Main St." Zip, enter: 90014 (zip code of residence where
couch surfing);
In MyTurn, also choose "House/Apartment" in drop down.
Unknown Example: Street address, enter “Homeless – unknown address” Zip: enter zip of where vaccination took place.
*Please put all the street address information on the first line of the address field only.
Weekly Survey
LADPH has put together a weekly survey for FQHCs and community clinics vaccinating PEH. The purpose of this survey is
to report the number of COVID-19 vaccines administered by Los Angeles County health centers among PEH. Dose
numbers should be submitted WEEKLY every FRIDAY. If you are experiencing technical issues and are unable to submit
the survey via the link, please use the fillable PDF form and email the completed form to nCovid-PEH@ph.lacounty.gov.
Please note that you do not need to submit the weekly survey if your organization is using the above guidance for
inputting the address field for PEH.
Recurring PEH Workgroup Calls
COVID Vaccinator in PEH Working Group- Bi-weekly on Tuesdays from 2:00-3:00pm beginning February 2. Click here
to join or call in at +1 323-776-6996,,583087483#
 Planning for clinical implementation of vaccine roll out; shared technical assistance around storage/handling;
creation of standardized reporting and tracking PEH vaccination.
 Leads: Alicia Chang (DPH) and Emily Thomas (DHS)
445 S, Figueroa St Suite 2100. Los Angeles. C.A. 90071
T (213) 201-6500. F (213) 553-9324. www.ccalac.org
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COVID Vaccine LA County PEH: Planning and Coordination Committee- Bi-weekly on Tuesdays from 2:00-3:00pm
beginning February 16. Click here to join or call in at +1 323-776-6996,,423013231#
 Sets vision and oversees planning, and implementation. Prioritization across PEH sectors, oversees working groups.
 Leads: Heidi Behforouz (DHS) and John Connelly (DPH)
COVID Response Community Education & Engagement Stakeholder Meeting- Bi-weekly on Wednesdays from 2:003:00pm beginning February 17. Click here to join or call in at +16699006833,,94825507416#
 Engages community stakeholders in education and engagement approaches, creates a trauma informed, client
center educational curriculum and tools, develops educational materials.
Please contact Erika Rogers at erogers@ccalac.org with any questions.

445 S, Figueroa St Suite 2100. Los Angeles. C.A. 90071
T (213) 201-6500. F (213) 553-9324. www.ccalac.org
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Today’s Agenda:
HOME Target Population &
Conservatorship Pilot Candidates
Elizabeth Bromley, M.D., Ph.D.

 HOME Team Target Population
 HOME Team Aims and Interventions
 Outpatient Conservatorship Pilot:
 Placement and Treatment for Subset of Population

Target Population
HOME Team addresses a
critical inequity in LAC:
the unjust deterioration,
incarceration & death of
individuals with severe
mental illnesses.
This suffering is
preventable.

HOME Teams serve individuals who are 18+, who are
experiencing chronic homelessness, and who have profound
mental health needs and impairments. These vulnerable and
disengaged individuals struggle with securing appropriate food,
clothing, and shelter due to their mental illness. In addition they
may have critical deficits in hygiene and communication, and
they may be highly avoidant of services. They are unable to live
safely in the community and often need specialized mental health
services in order to secure and sustain housing.
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Homeless Outreach Behavioral Screen (HOBS)

Target Population: Chronically Homeless
profound mental health needs & impairments

COMMUNICATION DIFFICULTIES
MODERATE

disengaged & highly avoidant of services

SIGNIFICANT

Communicates with others but with
difficulty

struggle to secure appropriate:

SEVERE
Non-communicative

ACTIVE AVOIDANCE OF OTHERS

food

MODERATE

clothing
shelter

Incoherent/ or unable to effectively
communicate information

Behaviors discourage interaction with
others

due to mental illness

critical deficits in:
hygiene
communication

unable to live safely in the community
need specialized mental health services to secure & sustain housing

HOME Team Evolution
A change in who you help, and how.
 SB82/HST Aims:
Outreach, engage, and link unsheltered individuals with mental
illness to services
 HOME Team Aims:
Outreach, engage, and treat the most vulnerable and
disengaged unsheltered individuals with mental illnesses
This is a significant shift! How have you experienced this?

SIGNIFICANT
Behaviors repel others

SEVERE
Behaviors prevent interaction with
others

UNHYGIENIC
MODERATE

SIGNIFICANT

Visibly dirty, but no immediate impact on Health is at risk due to lack of clothes,
their health
infestation, etc.

SEVERE
Lack of hygiene significantly impacting
health

UNSAFE BEHAVIORS
MODERATE
Behaviors will pose a danger in future

SIGNIFICANT
Behaviors will soon pose imminent
danger

SEVERE
No concern for personal safety

Psychotic Disorders
“Schizophrenia is a psychiatric syndrome characterized by
psychotic symptoms of hallucinations, delusions, and
disorganized speech, by negative symptoms such as decreased
motivation and diminished expressiveness, and by cognitive
deficits involving impaired executive functions, memory, and
speed of mental processing. Schizophrenia … is among the top
10 global causes of disability. However, there is wide variation in
the ability of persons with schizophrenia to function in their daily
lives, with some being severely disabled and others able to
function at a high level.”
Marder & Cannon. Schizophrenia. N Engl J Med 2019; 381:1753-1761 DOI:
10.1056/NEJMra1808803
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Likely Psychotic Behaviors*

 Perseveration
 Poverty of speech
 Delusions
 Internal preoccupation due to hallucinations
 Amotivation
 Anosognosia, i.e., do not know they are ill
 Disorganized thinking, i.e., loose associations
 Disorganized behavior
 Psychotic ambivalence

 Staying immobile in one place for long periods of time
 Suggests a delusional reason one feels compelled to stay

 Keeping urine and feces near your head while you sleep
 Putting feces on your body intentionally

 Odd gesturing or staring, talking to self, never looking at you
 Wearing things that are not clothes
 Or not wearing clothes

 Running away from you for no clear reason
 Or appearing frightened in absence of threat

 Saying minimal or repetitive words only, never elaborating
*motivated by psychotic thinking, caused by psychotic distraction, a function of disorganization

Vulnerability Assessment Tool
Survival Skills

Basic Needs

Mortality Risks

Medical Risks

Safety, dependency on
others, judgment

Ability to
obtain/maintain food,
clothing, hygiene

ED visits, major health
conditions

Medical conditions
affecting functioning

Mental Health
Mental health symptoms &
service use

Substance Use

Communication

Spectrum of substance
use & impact on
functioning

Ability to communicate
with others

Social
Behaviors
Tolerance of people &
conversations

Hidden in Plain Sight
Organization &
Orientation
Thinking, memory,
awareness

Isolated/Immobile/Avoidant (n=14)

High Utilizer/High Risk Behaviors (n=16)

Known in community but very difficult to talk to

Unavoidable; often easy to talk to

No crises; say “everything’s fine”

Frequent crises

Totally refusing services

Intermittently accepting some services; too erratic to stay

Community feeding them

Serial providers unable to serve them

Few are using substances

Most or all are using substances

Many (ultimately) report bizarre delusions

Complex mental health symptoms

Many with few or no recent contacts (hospital, jail)

Countless contacts (hospital, jail) but quickly released

Homelessness
Length & number of
homelessness episodes

Assessing each area and assigning a score generates a systematic determination
of overall vulnerability for a given individual (Ginzler, J. & Monroe-De Vita, M., 2010)
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How NOT to assess grave disability

Conversations
with Hector

“He is not gravely disabled because…
 “…he’s eating and drinking.”
 “…she is engageable.”
 “…he has a plan to get home.”
 “…he knows how to survive on the streets.”
 “…the ER would never admit him to psych.”
 “…there’s no bed for him.”
 “…the police won’t put hands on.”

How do you and your teams
manage challenging
communication issues like this
that come up with HOME
clients?

INCORRECT
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Your Responsibility: Move Client Toward Recovery
Identify & treat the mental illness that is preventing your client from
meeting basic needs
Meaningful Outreach, Relentless Engagement, and Intense Street
Treatment
Intervention Toolbox:
 Psychiatry and Nursing
 Law Enforcement Team Support
 5150 Holds/Hospitalization
 Conservatorship
 Outpatient Pilot Program

My client is gravely
disabled. Now what?
Grave disability does not have to
mean “hold & hospitalize”

Lanterman-Petris-Short (LPS) Act of 1968
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Outpatient Conservatorship Pilot
 Usual trajectory for LPS Conservatorship requires months in
inpatient setting
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 OCP entails placement and treatment in least restrictive environment
 Minimize time in acute care hospital
 Mobilize placement resources to access subacute beds, ERS, B&C, CRTP,
PHF, etc. as appropriate for client
 +/- Temporary Conservatorship phase
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Pilot: “Last Resort” Intervention
 Intended for a subset of HOME population that is GD and…
 “Platter of services” offered and refused/ineffective
 Referred for services in all 5X5 domains
 5150/hospitalization if indicated
 AOT and FSP referral

 Not improved with Intensive Street Treatment
 e.g., psychiatrist engaging for 30-60 days

 Especially for clients with






Very long homeless history (e.g., >10 years)
Severe psychiatric symptoms
Physical health deterioration
Off the radar, lost to all service providers
Making no progress over long period
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CCALAC Homeless Health Advisory Committee
AB 15

(Chiu D) COVID-19 relief: tenancy: Tenant Stabilization Act of 2021.
Current Text: Introduced: 12/7/2020 html pdf
Introduced: 12/7/2020
Status: 1/11/2021-Referred to Com. on H. & C.D.
Location: 1/11/2021-A. H. & C.D.
Summary: AB 15 extends existing AB 3088 (Chiu, 2020) eviction protections, set to expire on February
1, through December 2021. Under the bill, tenants experiencing financial hardship due to COVID-19
cannot be evicted due to nonpayment, if the tenant pays at least 25% of rent owed between
September 2020 to December 2021. In addition, the bill prohibits landlords from taking certain actions
on COVID-19 rental debt, including charging late fees or changing terms of tenancy. (Based on bill
dated 12/7/20)
CCALAC
Position
Support

AB 71

Homelessness,
Supporting Black
Communities

CCALAC Staff
Lead(s)
Erika Rogers

Subject
Homelessness,
Supporting Black
Communities

(Kamlager D) Medi-Cal services: persons experiencing homelessness.
Current Text: Amended: 3/18/2021 html pdf
Introduced: 2/1/2021
Last Amend: 3/18/2021
Status: 3/22/2021-Re-referred to Com. on HEALTH.
Location: 2/12/2021-A. HEALTH
Summary: AB 369 will increase access to health and social services for people experiencing
homelessness (PEH) by incorporating street medicine into existing healthcare infrastructure by
requiring the Department of Healthcare Services to add street medicine as a Medi-Cal benefit or to
incorporate it within new models, such as CalAIM. (Based on bill dated 2/1/21)
CCALAC
Position
Watch

SB 57

Subject

(Rivas, Luz D) Homelessness funding: Bring California Home Act.
Current Text: Amended: 3/25/2021 html pdf
Introduced: 12/7/2020
Last Amend: 3/25/2021
Status: 3/26/2021-Re-referred to Com. on REV. & TAX.
Location: 1/15/2021-A. REV. & TAX
Summary: AB 71 seeks to establish $2.4 billion in new, annual state funding to support local
communities in addressing homelessness through the Bring California Home fund. This bill is the
legislative vehicle for the budget proposal from the Bring California Home campaign, which includes the
City and County of Los Angeles and the Los Angeles Homeless Services Authority (LAHSA).
CCALAC
Position
Support

AB 369

CCALAC Staff
Lead(s)
Erika Rogers

CCALAC Staff
Lead(s)
Erika Rogers

Subject
Homelessness

(Wiener D) Controlled substances: overdose prevention program.
Current Text: Amended: 3/25/2021 html pdf
Introduced: 12/7/2020
Last Amend: 3/25/2021
Status: 3/25/2021-From committee with author's amendments. Read second time and amended. Rereferred to Com. on PUB. S.
Location: 3/10/2021-S. PUB. S.
Summary: SB 57 authorizes pilot overdose prevention programs, also known as safe consumption
sites or safe injection sites, in the County of Los Angeles, City of Oakland, and City and County of San
Francisco until January 1, 2027 supporting evidenced-based harm reduction techniques particularly
impacting people experiencing homelessness. At these sites, adults may use controlled substances
under the supervision of staff trained to prevent and treat overdose, prevent HIV and hepatitis
infection, and facilitate entry into drug treatment and other services.
CCALAC
Position

CCALAC Staff
Lead(s)

Subject

Page 1/2
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Support

SB 679

Erika Rogers

Homelessness,
SUD &
Treatment

(Kamlager D) Los Angeles County: housing development: financing.
Current Text: Amended: 4/5/2021 html pdf
Introduced: 2/19/2021
Last Amend: 4/5/2021
Status: 4/5/2021-From committee with author's amendments. Read second time and amended. Rereferred to Com. on HOUSING.
Location: 3/18/2021-S. HOUSING
Summary: SB 679 would establish the Los Angeles County Affordable Housing Solutions Agency
whose purpose is to increase affordable housing in Los Angeles County by providing for significantly
enhanced funding and technical assistance at a regional level for renter protections, affordable
housing preservation, and new affordable housing production. The bill would also authorize the
agency to place ballot measures in local elections to raise and allocate funds to Los Angeles County,
the cities in Los Angeles County, and other public agencies and affordable housing projects within its
jurisdiction for purposes of preserving and enhancing existing housing, funding renter protection
programs, and financing new construction of housing developments.
CCALAC
Position
Pending Position

CCALAC Staff
Lead(s)
Erika Rogers

Subject
Homelessness

Total Measures: 5
Total Tracking Forms: 5

Page 2/2
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Senator Sydney Kamlager, District 30
AB 369 – Street Medicine Act: Bringing Care to the Street
IN BRIEF
AB 369 increases access to health and social services for
people experiencing homelessness (PEH) by allowing for
care to be provided outside the walls of a traditional
medical clinic, including through street medicine,
shelter-based care, and within transitional housing.
Providing direct, comprehensive care to PEH wherever
they reside—whether on the street or under a bridge—
will improve the health outcomes and lives of
California’s homeless population.

BACKGROUND & PROBLEM
California has the largest homeless population in the
country. Over 151,000 people in the state are homeless,
72% of which are chronically unsheltered. In Los
Angeles County alone, nearly 59,000 people are
homeless—higher than any city in the country.
PEH have higher rates of chronic physical health
conditions and behavioral health needs compared to
the general population. A recent study found that 80%
of unsheltered women reported abuse and trauma as
the cause of their transiency. Despite their complex
care needs, PEH have less access to preventive, primary,
and specialty health care services. On average, PEH
have life expectancies 30 years shorter than their
housed peers.
Enrolling PEH in Medi-Cal has been a recent strategy to
address existing health disparities; however, even when
insured, 73% have never seen their healthcare provider.
Concerns for basic survival, transportation, lack of a
mailing address, lack of ID and mental illness make it
difficult, if not impossible, for PEH to access care in
traditional health care settings.
Without access to primary care, PEH overutilize hospital
emergency rooms, where they often present with
multiple advanced conditions. This leads to increased
rates of hospitalization and readmission. PEH have
740% more hospital days at 170% greater cost per day
than people who are housed, and state Medi-Cal dollars
pay the bill.

SOLUTION
California’s health care infrastructure does not meet the
unique needs and circumstances of our homeless
population. Rather than asking PEH to overcome the

challenges of accessing care in medical facilities,
providers must be able to care for their patients
wherever they may reside. Successful delivery models,
including mobile clinics and street medicine programs,
exist. These programs provide medical and behavioral
care, treatment for substance use disorders, enrollment
in social services, and assistance with housing
transitions.
Street medicine programs improve health outcomes and
increase housing placement by facilitating consistent
care from providers who witness the unique
environmental factors that PEH face. Street medicine has
been shown to reduce avoidable, expensive hospital
admissions by 2/3, and to reduce the duration of
hospitalization. Expanding such programs would result in
significant cost savings for the state. Despite these
benefits, Medi-Cal does not recognize the “street” as a
location for providing care. As a result, PEH are denied
medical treatment, social services, and other Medi-Cal
benefits.
AB 369 removes barriers to care by: (1) Extending MediCal presumptive eligibility to PEH; (2) Prohibiting prior
authorization on services to test for or treat COVID-19
for PEH; (3) Allowing PEH to receive Medi-Cal services
and referrals from all licensed primary care providers
regardless of empanelment; (4) Issuing identification
cards to PEH; and (5) Allowing PEH to receive
comprehensive Medi-Cal benefits outside the walls of a
traditional medical setting.

SUPPORT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AltaMed Health Services
California Hospital Association
California State Treasurer, Fiona Ma, CPA
Chapman University PA Program
Clinic Sierra Vista
Coastal Street Medicine
Corporation for Supportive Housing
Downtown Women’s Center
Dr. Deborah Deas, Dean of UCR Medical School
Father Joe’s Village Clinic
Health Net
Los Angeles Christian Health Center
National Alliance to End Homelessness
National Health Care for the Homeless Council
Sacramento Street Medicine
Street Medicine Institute
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•
•
•
•

Student Run Homeless Clinics, UCLA Department of
Family Medicine
Union Station Homeless Service
University of Southern California
Valley Homeless Healthcare

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Neda Ashtari:
Neda.Ashtari@asm.ca.gov or 818-731-2969
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Our Future Los Angeles
Must Not Be Like Its Past

Of the 3,007 counties in the United States, Los Angeles County has the
worst housing affordability, overcrowding, and unsheltered homelessness-and the pandemic has only made this more acute. Rampant racial segregation
and real estate speculation are pushing lower-income Black and Brown
families out of their homes and communities at an alarming rate.
L.A. County’s inability to reverse how racism
has been embedded within the housing
policies and the built environment has
created a housing market that continues to
fail to meet the needs of the people,
specifically the low-wage workers that
continue to be the backbone of our

economy during the pandemic. We have not
focused on creating homes people can
afford near the jobs where they work and
the limited public investment we currently
have is not enough to address the scale of
the challenge.

Our current housing market has failed to preserve and create housing for
working class and low-income people
Who Can Afford to Rent
Renters need to earn 2.8 times minimum wage to afford the average two-bedroom asking rent in L.A. County
$2,182 per month

Income Needed to
Afford Avg. Asking Rent

$7,273 per month

City of Los Angeles
Minimum Wage

$2,600 per month

Childcare Workers

$2,389 per month

Personal Care Aides

$2,456 per month

Retail Salespersons

$2,750 per month

Janitors & Cleaners

$2,841 per month

Construction Laborers

$3,943 per month
$0

$0

$1,000

$41.96 per hour

SOURCE: California Housing Partnership 2020

Average Asking Rent

$15.00 per hour

$13.78 per hour

$14.17 per hour

$15.87 per hour

$16.39 per hour

$22.75 per hour
$2,000

$3,000

$4,000

$5,000

$6,000

$7,000

$8,000

$1,000 $2,000 $3,000 $4,000 $5,000 $6,000 $7,000 $8,000
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Median housing prices have continued to rise exponentially quicker than incomes and retail
and service sector job losses continue to contribute to the unsustainably high rates of rent
burden, displacement, overcrowding, and homelessness that we see throughout L.A. County.

Median Net Worth of Los Angeles
Residents by Ethnicity/Nationality, 2016

Trends in
Household Income Los Angeles, 1960-2017

$450,000
$408,000
$400,000
$355,000
$350,000
$300,000
$243,000

$250,000
$200,000
$150,000
$100,000
$50,000
$4,000

$0
White

Black

$3,000
Chinese

Mexican

Filipino

SOURCE: “The Color of Wealth in Los Angeles,”
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco

SOURCE: “Where the American Dream Goes to Die”: Changes in House Prices,
Rents, and Incomes since 1960 by Region & Metro, WolfStreet.com

Racial-Ethnic Composition
from 1990 to 2015
2015

SOURCE: Urban Displacement Project

1990
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On average, over 46,000 families have faced
formal eviction in L.A. County each year. Black
and Latinx renters are the most impacted by all
forms of eviction and the result is housing
insecurity and homelessness.

46,000

EVICTIONS ANNUALLY

SOURCE: Based on filing data from the L.A. Superior Court system

NEED

Housing Units
in L.A. by
Just one-third of L.A.’s housing stock
Decade Built was built within the last 50 years

LEGALLY
REQUIRED
PROJECTED

Market Rate
1,000,000

1,000,000

Affordable

800,000

700,000

SOURCE: Los Angeles County Assessor
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Housing Production

Our goals are large, but our coalition is strong. We know that there is no quick fix to these
structural challenges we face, but we are relentlessly determined to do the hard work
necessary over many years to come to realize this vision.
We demand a future where everyone has a safe, healthy and quality home–housing for all–in a
strong and vibrant neighborhood of their choice; where everyone can succeed because we
have dismantled the structures that create and perpetuate inequities; where everyone is safe
because we have advanced new strategies that make homes affordable and create new
pathways to home ownership; and where homelessness is unheard of because we have
invested in proven solutions.
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Our Future L.A.
Can Be Different If:

01

02

We help people stay in their current
homes through protections to
address eviction, foreclosure and
skyrocketing costs.

We create more safe and affordable
homes in communities with highquality resources, including job
centers, transit, schools, or parks.

The majority of people living in L.A. County
are renters. Inconsistent—and often
nonexistent—protections for renters put
hundreds of thousands of people at risk of
losing their homes, with little notice or
support. We are calling for a right to counsel
for all renters in L.A. County, stronger rent
control facilitated by changes in the CostaHawkins Act, Ellis Act Reform, and
foreclosure protections for low-income
homeowners, and increasing the
opportunities for people and mission-based
community organizations to purchase
homes at affordable rates.

There is little connection between where
housing is allowed and what opportunities
exist near that housing. We are calling for an
increase in housing that is affordable to all
incomes and allowed near high-quality job
centers or high-quality transit, which can be
built quickly and cost-effectively so that we
can meet the urgent housing needs of all
residents.
The policy details and implementation will
matter, including that this new housing will
not be allowed to displace existing tenants
and will be located everywhere in the
County to remedy past segregation.
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03

04

We reimagine and prioritize public
and private investment to ensure
that every neighborhood is a
resource-rich, community of choice
that helps people increase their
incomes and build their wealth.

We create a single countywide housing
solutions agency that can fund and
approve affordable housing with the
goal of a dramatic increase in housing
and services for Very, Extremely &
Deeply Low-Income people.

It is not enough to just increase housing
opportunities in high-resource
neighborhoods because many people, for a
variety of reasons, do not want to move to
these high-resource neighborhoods. People
should not have to leave their own
communities to seek opportunity and their
fair share of investment. Rather than
expecting people to move elsewhere, we
must address historic inequities in how
resources have been allocated to ensure
that all neighborhoods have sufficient
investment so that all its residents can
thrive.

State and regional policies now require local
governments across L.A. County to plan for
341,000 homes that are affordable to low and
very low-income people, by 2030. This goal is
likely unachievable because there is currently
no dedicated revenue source or focused
countywide strategy at this scale. Each of the
88 cities approaches the challenge differently,
with some doing nothing at all.
It’s beyond time for a single, unified approach–
centered on racial equity–that maximizes the
scale and resources of the largest county in the
nation.
We are calling for a single entity that has the
ability to raise significant, ongoing revenues,
finance, and approve permanently rentrestricted housing or homeownership
opportunities for people who make an average
salary or below–especially low wage workers
and other people with extremely low incomes.
It is also critical that this entity funds countywide renter protection programs, like a right to
counsel and emergency renter support.
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SB 679 – L.A. County Affordable Housing Solutions Agency
IN BRIEF
SB 679 creates the L.A. County Affordable Housing
Solutions Agency: a single affordable housing solutions
agency in Los Angeles County with the ability to raise its
own public and private revenue to fund systemic
solutions to the countywide affordable housing crisis,
including 100% affordable housing and renter
protection programs.

BACKGROUND & PROBLEM
Housing for low-income people across L.A. County is
severely overcrowded, racially segregated, and often
not linked to high quality resources like transit, jobs,
schools or parks. The COVID-19 pandemic has made
even clearer what we already knew to be true: our
Black, Latino, and low-income communities are being
forced to make untenable choices in where and how
they live. 79% of Extremely Low-Income households in
L.A. County are paying more than half of their income
on housing costs compared to just 3% of moderateincome households.
Through the Regional Housing Needs Assessment
(RHNA) process, the Southern California Association of
Governments has instructed the governments within
L.A. County to plan for 341,000 homes by 2029 that are
affordable to very low-income (<50% of the Area
Median Income) and low-income (50 – 80% of the Area
Median Income) households. If current production rates
continue, we’d create just 25,000 of these units.
Creating housing that is affordable to people who are
deeply low-income is a key driver of our homelessness
crisis and a challenge governments across the country
have struggled with.
The housing crisis in L.A. County is regional in nature
and too great to be addressed individually by the
county’s 88 incorporated cities, especially in the context
of ambitious RHNA goals. However, the current process
is anything but regional: instead, each city and the
county is each responsible for their own decisions
around affordable housing financing and other
protection programs.
L.A. County needs a comprehensive countywide
approach to protecting, preserving and creating housing
that working and low-income people can access and
afford. We need large systemic change that maximizes
the scale and strength of L.A. County to push it toward

its ambitious RHNA goals. It’s also critical that we scale
up key renter supports and protections across the
county, including proven strategies like a right to
counsel for renters.

SOLUTION
Inspired by previous Bay Area focused legislation, SB
679 creates a single, unified approach to addressing
housing instability in L.A. County: a large-scale
countywide affordable housing production strategy,
combined with proven renter support programs. SB 679
represents a transformative opportunity to change the
trajectory of L.A. County’s future.
The L.A. County Affordable Housing Solutions Agency –
with the ability to raise its own revenue and fund
systemic solutions to the countywide affordable
housing crisis, both through a dedicated local revenue
source, as well as through other creative non-tax
strategies, like mortgage revenue bonds – must
fundamentally be additive to existing efforts. It offers a
comprehensive way forward for creating housing
affordability across the county, reflecting leaders,
viewpoints, and concerns from across the county. It is
also critical that this agency focuses on households that
make an average salary or below, in particular
extremely and deeply low-income people, because
these are the people who are most impacted by the
housing crisis.
Combining this focused approach on affordable housing
production with coordinated and standardized renter
support and protections like an emergency rent relief
funding source and establishing a robust countywide
right to counsel, SB 679 is the type of ambitious thinking
needed to create the future L.A. County we all want to
see.

SUPPORT
Abundant Housing L.A., Ascencia, Disability Community
Resource Center, Downtown Women’s Center, LA
Family Housing, LA Forward, LA Voice, PATH, PATH
Ventures, Public Counsel, SAJE, Skid Row Housing Trust,
SoLA Impact, St. Joseph Center, TRUST South LA, United
Way of Greater Los Angeles

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Balkis Awan: 814-243-2905 or Balkis.Awan@asm.ca.gov
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